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Have they told you the way to reach heaven?
Lying truths made you blind and servile
By the waves of deceit you've been driven
You're a slave to those who master the wiles

Can you feel the curse?
Don't you fear the worse?
See the greif you generate

You've been hypnotized
by the burst of lies
You did swallow the bait

Lost in your delusions, reality goes
downward into the crypts of hate
All the revolutions of humanity
will never really help your fate

Love is an illusion if your mind is kept
in thrall within the streams of lies
By your sublimations of mendacity
all truth's gonna be falsified

Can you feel the curse?
Don't you feel the worse?
See the grief you generate

You've been hypnotized
by the burst of lies 
You did swallow the bait
Your dreams and your emotions
have been socialized
But can we speak of freedom
when love methodized?
So everything your heart brings
will be neutralized
you stay a foolin order to be normalized

What's your core belief?
Find your own relief
Take the powder of your eyes
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Let the truth appear
Let your mind be clear
Then your conscience will arise

You believe in your doctrines and religions
You believe in a sign from the stars
You believe in your wars and revolutions
You believe in all, but your heart is denied

Lost in your delusions, reality goes
downward into the crypts of hate
All the revolutions of humanity
Will never really help your fate

Love is an illusion if your mind is kept
in thrall within the steams of lies
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